
The Moyo Foundation
&

Heavenly Treasures Kenya

Help us take our women's

economic empowerment

program to the next level.



Moyo and Ekorian already collaborate to encourage economic

empowerment of local craftspeople - but on a small scale. Now, we're

joining with Mugie and HTK to expand our reach! The aim of this long-

term, multi-stage project, is to empower local women's groups

through economic knowledge and skill, promote unity within and

between tribal communities, and nurture the success of women and

mothers, supporting the benefits that has for their families.

Meet Paksi (and her

daughter Agnes) - Paksi

was one of our first

women entrepreneurs! 

A glimpse of

Paksi's handiwork!

Our Existing Project...

We work with local artisan, Paksi, on product development and

connection to market. With the help of this collaboration she has found a

steady market for her beadwork and honed her eye for creation of

products that appeal to that market.



Heavenly Treasures Kenya (HTK) supports the micro enterprise

network in Kenya - equipping individuals to become self-sustaining

through the development of their  handicraft businesses. They focus

on product development and innovation, marketing and market

access, and business administration/book keeping. With the success

of these endeavors, artisans can  afford school fees for their children,

feed their families, access better healthcare services, expand and

grow their businesses.  

Help Us Step It Up

HTK came to Mugie and carried out an analysis of the potential of

organizing a project here. They got to know Mugie and the local

Pokot tribe,  identified the societal and logistical challenges

associated with this endeavour, articulated the objectives,

determined an implementation strategy, and gave us a  number for

the financial investment that this would require. Deciding to move

forward with this program, HTK will work with the local Pokot

community from now until the end of March 2020. HTK has broken it

down into seven segments: baseline survey/workshop (please read

about it below), Enhancing Financial and Business Management

Skills, Promoting Democratic Participation and Accountability,

Understanding the Market (this includes the participation in a local

exhibition/show), Improving Innovation and Production Techniques,

Primary Health, and finally, the Monitoring and Evaluation/ Project

Wrap-up and Report Writing.



On the 2nd of September, we set out with the crew from Heavenly

Treasures: Gideon, Edwin and Samuel. It had rained heavily the night before,

making the road a little challenging, but as we moved off Mugie into

the neighboring  land our eyes were fell on the quick, on-going, destruction

of the trees in the area. Land once rich with dense olive and acacia forests, it

was baren and crisscrossed with gullies filled with bags of charcoal.

Charcoal that would be collected and heaped in trucks and zoomed off to

Nyeri and Nairobi.  We start talking to Gideon and Lopiok (the Pokot

National Police Ranger assigned to guide us who knows the area well). The

Pokot community used to be well known for their thoughtful care of the

land and trees - they placed high value on them as living parts of the eco-

system. But that view has become a faint and distant memory. With a

desperate need for income, charcoal is the (short-sighted) 'solution', 

 

After an hour of driving, we come to the rendezvous point and spot Julia,

the cheif's wife, sitting on a bench near the road. Julia has been our liaison,

working hard to get a collective of women together for this meeting with

Heavenly Treasures. She directs us off the road to the little church building.

A deserted and echoing space, a few women start to appear and we sit

around chatting and admiring the scenery. When a group of ten has

amassed, we begin. 

 

Josh, Mugie's General Manager, and Gideon, open the meeting - providing

some context for the work that HTK is doing. Edwin takes over, asking for a

show of hands by those who went to school. A few hands tentatively go up,

but most  of the the women shake their heads and mumble that they never

had the opportunity. My doubts about how the Pokot woman will react to

three men asking questions about their education and lives, quickly

diminishes, and we all fall in with Edwin's gentle manner. He quietly gets

the group to open up and talk about their incomes and how they spend

their precious time every day. More and more woman trickle in, all politely

introducing themselves. He splits the crowd into focus groups to talk to

about an array of topics before bringing them back to an open discussion.

Edwin calls for an illustrator and one of the women shyly stands up. 

Phase One | Baseline Survey/Workshop
 

First-hand Account From Donna Perrett



Drawing two stick people, Edwin talks to the women about their daily activities as

opposed to those of their husbands. A wonderful drawing takes shape - the stick-

woman has a spiderweb of arms doing hundreds chores in the day and the stick-

man has a couple of arms pointing to his daily meetings, and general overseeing of

the Boma (farmyard)!

 

After a tea break - hosted by Julia, Samuel takes over. He starts asking some

controversial questions, and we all sit up a bit straighter. Again, I worry how this

audience will react. A few of the women engage in a heated argument (in

hindsight, I could see that this was Samuels intension, he was bringing the women

together to defend and argue their way of life.But with some guidance from

Samuel  - this segways  into thinking about what they want for the future - their

own and that of their daughters. It's crystal clear to everyone - they want more, they

opportunities, they want choice.

 

We end with a generous feast provided by Julia (her generosity knows no bounds),

and we feel a little guilty as our she piles our plates  with food, knowing there may

not be enough to go around. Astounded by a final count of 25 ladies, we are

adorned with beaded jewelry and  gather together for a team photo. We head off

home feeling oddly attached to these passionate, strong, genuine Pokot women.

Our very full car empties as we drop as many people as we can, close to their

homes. The looming rain storm hits us in a deluge and we traverse the road which

is being washed away before our eyes. This washouts are a direct consequence of

the destruction of the trees and over-grazing. This confrontation brings the

conversation in the car straight back to the need and urgency for change. Written

By: Donna Perrett



The financial requirement of this multi-stage, multi-month program is
$9000 USD. We want to sponsor the "Primary Healthcare" segment in

January which is $800. Our goal is to raise this money by the end of
November. This is completely do-able with the help of Moyo's supporters.

Be one of eight people who donate $100, or one of sixteen people who
donate $50, or one of 32 people who donate $25.

 
Will you help us? Please consider a donation online through

www.themoyofoundation.org. If you'd like to learn more about the project,
email lizzie@themoyofoundation.org

 
 

Here's What We're Asking...

Here's What We're Saying...
Mother and child health contribute hugely to the productivity of

women. The training will include a component of primary health with
specific areas on pre- and antenatal care, immunization schedules,

adherence to medication when prescribed, and interaction with health
care providers. We will supplement this training with outreach health
services from the Moyo Mobile Clinic which will provide women with
diagnosis and treatment of health conditions (or referral if needed).


